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Holding the Cleansing Vase, the Goddess of Compassion said, “I can lend 
you a lend too.” 

Blaze hurriedly told her to be careful. The Cleansing Vase still contained his 
wife, his kid, and his mother’s physical body. If she shattered the Cleansing 
Vase, the space inside would return to the void, and he would be done for. 

After thinking for a while, Alex asked the Goddess of Compassion to release 
the people inside the Cleansing Vase. The people who were previously placed 
inside had long been left in Yukon. Only Kathy Rowan and Lucretia 
Ephemera’s physical bodies remained inside now. 

The Cleansing Vase was originally an item of the Goddess of Compassion. 
After pouring them and seeing the condition of Lucretia’s physical body, she 
immediately poured out some holy water. That was right. It was the water in 
the Tidal Cave. She managed to live until now because she was previously 
soaked in the holy water that could revive her. Shelly inadvertently discovered 
her and released her. 

Now, she was watering Lucretia’s physical body with the holy water. Lucretia 
immediately sensed the revival and awakening of her physical body. 

Without another word, she instantly dispelled her body that she had 
condensed with the energy of Hell Tower and returned her soul to its original 
place. Blaze looked full of joy and thanked the Goddess of Compassion 
repeatedly. 

Empress Ghast said, “I’ll lend you a hand too!” 

Raising one hand in the sky, she seemed to be condensing something. 
Eventually, a ray of cold light shone and entered Lucretia’s body. 

Alex asked, “What was that?” 

Empress Ghast said, “Nether token! It’s also known as the life token! Hmph! 
Even if the information is erased from Nature’s Book, she won’t last long in the 
mortal realm without this nether token, which is equivalent to an unborn Life 
Wheel. She will return to the nether realm and experience reincarnation soon, 



but with the nether token, she will have a legitimate identity and won’t be 
rejected by fate.” 

Alex finally understood it. “Empress, many thanks!” 

The empress was not someone pretentious. She nodded. “Go! I’ll blaze the 
trail!” 

Empress Ghast lifted her sword and killed her way out. The Goddess of 
Compassion followed closely behind her. 

Meanwhile, Shelly followed Alex and summoned Persephone’s Folly Bridge. 

A sky bridge extended toward the golden pillar of light. 

“Go!” 

The golden pillar of light was the symbol of Dairaionji Temple. In contrast, 
Persephone’s Folly Bridge seemed to be a bit lower in rank. Shelly struggled 
hard before she could stabilize Persephone’ s Folly Bridge. Alex jumped up 
and casually channeled a great amount of divine power to Shelly. 

“It’s all yours!” 

Shelly was astonished. “Idiot. Keep some for yourself. It might be useful.” 

Alex summoned a golden lotus. Standing on Persephone’s Folly Bridge, he 
lashed it toward the Buddhist texts in the golden pillar of light. The Buddha’s 
Life Wheel rotated rapidly. 

The wheel of fate went in another direction. It was unknown how long had 
passed. 

Just as Shelly could barely hold on any longer, and with Persephone’s Folly 
Bridge under the evil Buddhas’ powerful attacks, Alex finally communicated 
with the Buddhist texts inside the golden pillar of light. Countless runes flowed 
and were stimulated, emitting dazzling brilliance. In the golden pillar of light, 
they formed a huge golden path that led straight up. 

Alex glanced at Shelly. “I’ll go up and take a look first!” 

He took a step forward. However, Alex saw all the evil Buddhas abandon the 
others and rushed toward him, trying to stop him. 



“Die!” 

The empress finished charging energy. She rushed forward and slew ten 
enemies. 

“Is this the path of sutra? Can we walk on it?” she asked. 

“I don’t know. Try it!” 

“Follow behind me! I’ll blaze the trail!” 

“If a god is in the way, I’ll kill the god! If a Buddha is in the way, I’ll kill the 
Buddha!” 

However, it was then that a light abruptly burst into the huge golden path of 
sutra and rapidly swept up the two of them before they disappeared in the 
pillar of light. Immediately afterward, even the golden pillar of light 
disappeared. 
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Whoosh! 

The huge pillar of light suddenly disappeared. 

Shelly stood on Persephone’s Folly Bridge in astonishment. She had been 
staying inside Alex’s mind palace, but now, she completely failed to sense his 
existence. The others were also lost in thought as they looked in the direction 
of the pillar of light that vanished. 

On the other hand, those evil Buddhas had originally relied on drawing energy 
from Dairaionji Temple in order to exist, but now that the golden pillar of light 
was gone, the channel of energy was completely severed. They all melted into 
slag and disappeared with the wind without the need for the nether realm 
people to do anything. 

“Did the Empress go there too?” 

“Will the Empress be fine?” 



The kings of hell looked at each other with dismay and worry in their eyes. 

The Goddess of Compassion waved the willow branch in her hand. 
“Amitabha. The Empress is accompanied by the Buddha. With the Buddha’s 
great wisdom and his Life Wheel, she should be safe at Dairaionji Temple. Of 
course. The Empress must not let her emotions get better of her in there, or 
else the situation will be unpredictable.” 

Shelly said, “I’m afraid Alex Rockefeller doesn’t have great wisdom. Instead, 
he will make Empress Ghast take maternity leave.” 

The huge toad croaked. “It can’t be, right?” 

“Let’s make a bet!” 

“What’s the wager?” 

“If you lose, give me your body to make a smoked toad.” 

The toad was puzzled. 

*** 

Whoosh! 

Following the golden pillar of light, Alex and Empress Ghast passed through a 
barrier with a swish and fell into another dimension. They fell hard on a sturdy 
stone. 

After casting a sweeping glance, there were people in all directions. 

They both instantly became vigilant. One of them was lifting a sword, whereas 
the other held the Immortal Butcher. However, upon closer inspection, they 
found something wrong. The people before their eyes were not real humans, 
but stone statues… 

These stone statues looked almost similar to real people. They wouldn’t have 
been noticeable without a careful look. 

“Do these statues look familiar to you?” Empress Ghast circled the stone 
statues and looked around. 

“They look identical to the evil Buddhas in the Hell Tower,” Alex said. 



“That’s right,” the empress replied. “So, all those evil Buddhas were the 
projections of these stone statues.” 

Alex touched a stone statue, only to jump in shock before quickly letting go of 
his hand. 

“What’s wrong?!” The empress noticed his abnormal reaction. 

Alex looked at her. “There are signs of life in these stone statues.” 

“Huh?” 

The empress felt one of the statues. Then, she swung the sword in her hand 
down on it. A slight crack sound rang out and the stone statue was split in half 
from head to toe, revealing its contents. The content inside the cross-section 
was exactly the same as that of a real person, Most of the areas had been 
petrified, whereas a small area contained the look of a living human and 
blood. 

“Holy sh*t!” Alex swore. 

“These are the original monks of Dairaionji Temple! Consequently, evil 
Buddhism has turned them into half-stone statues. They have a fate far worse 
than death!” 

The stone statue that had been cut open slowly closed its initially widened 
eyes. 

It was a liberation. 

“This is the terrifying consequence of evil Buddhism. These monks who have 
been turned into stone statues can’t live and die on their own, nor can they 
reincarnate. The nether realm will not accept their souls. Eventually, they can 
only wander here forever.” 

Empress Ghast was a professional in this aspect and had her insightful 
opinion. As she spoke, the group of stone statues seemed to have been 
stimulated in some way or received an instruction. The stone statues’ eyes 
shot out red light. 

They began to go berserk. They came to life and yelled. Then, they began to 
attack Alex and Empress Ghast. 



“We have been discovered! Kill our way out!” The empress was decisive. 

Alex was not an inflexible person either. Since these monks had long become 
someone else’s puppets and ended up in such a state right now, he had no 
need to be merciful. He picked up the Immortal Butcher and went on a killing 
spree, just like the empress. 

Swish! 

At that moment, a whistling sound came from the sky. This sound was 
extremely shocking. They could feel a powerful and unparalleled coercion 
from a great distance. 
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“The experts are here!” the empress said to Alex as she looked up. 

Right after her voice fell, they saw a dense crowd. It was not people, but a 
group of… Demons! 

They were led by a huge crow. Having a human face, a crow’s nostrils and a 
bird’s body, it looked sleepy with its squinty eyes. 

“Hmph! I was wondering who it was. So, it’s Empress Ghast!” The crow 
recognized Empress Ghast. “If you were in the nether realm, I really couldn’t 
do anything about you. However, this is Dairaionji Temple. You’ve come to the 
wrong place! Once you’re here, you can only yield! Empress Ghast, your 
cultivation is hard to come by and you have the body of a female. I ask of 
you… Are you willing to become my cultivation partner?” 

Empress Ghast burst into a peal of laughter. “Hahaha! What a joke! A pitch-
black birdman like you wishes to many me? Even Africans look ten thousand 
times better than you.” 

Alex was surprised. “Empress, you actually know Africa?” 

Empress Ghast said, “Before I became Empress Ghast, I lived in Africa for a 
while and did business there.” 

“You actually did international trade over there?” 



“You’re overthinking. I was just searching for treasures and digging for gold 
there. I have a knack for treasure digging.” 

“Empress, let’s partner up next time.” 

“No need. I’m not short of gold right now.” 

“We can go to the Ancient Path to dig the Witch Mine.” 

Empress Ghast’s eager eyes immediately widened. “It’s settled then!” 

The Crow Cultivator was imp atient. “Perhaps you think I’m non-existent, while 
you’re lovey-dovey in front of me. Empress Ghast, do you agree or not? 
Otherwise, you will pay for this!” 

“To hell with it! I’ll sever your crow head!” 

Indeed a strong woman and a deft swordswoman, Empress Ghast 
unsheathed her sword, meaning every word. When the sword struck, the 
environment changed and the world was devoid of light. 

However… 

Clank! 

A clear sound rang out. The Crow Cultivator had intercepted the empress’s 
sword with its claws. 

Its claws were sheared with covers that were full of brilliance. It did not seem 
to be an ordinary item at a glance. 

“Caw! Caw!” The Crow Cultivator let out a strange laugh and said to Empress 
Ghast. “How’s that? Now you know how powerful I am, right? I can acquire 
the blessing of laws and energy at Dairaionji Temple, but you, a woman from 
the nether realm, happens to be the target. You won’t even be able to take a 
blow from me in this place. Do you believe me?” 

After saying that, the Crow Cultivator stirred up a gust, sending Empress 
Ghast flying at once. 

The empress did not believe in that nonsense. She made her move. However, 
she was dismayed at the result. She had been restrained after coming to this 
place. Thus, as she unleashed the last blow, Alex held her with one hand and 



dispelled the energy from her body. He then said, “Take a break! Let me do 
it!” 

“Can you do it?” the empress asked. 

“How can you ask a man this question?” Alex replied. 

The empress spat disdainfully. 

Meanwhile, Alex directly lunged toward the Crow Cultivator. 

“Haha! You have a death wish! I can show mercy to Empress Ghast, but I will 
kill a nasty man like you with one blow!” 

It waved its hand and drew a burst of energy that rolled toward Alex. 

Alex could instantly feel that it was a law or an order belonging to Dairaionji 
Temple. However, the Crow Cultivator had clearly misjudged when he tried to 
bind him with the law of Dairaionji Temple. 

He was the master of Dairaionji Temple! 

Whoosh! 

The law changed, backfiring at the Crow Cultivator. When the Crow Cultivator 
felt something was wrong, Alex quickly beheaded the creature. 

Caw! 

“I’m dead? Why is this happening?” 

The Crow Cultivator was dead, with a grievance, no doubt 
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“How is this possible?” 

Not only was the Crow Cultivator dying to ask this, but even Empress Ghast 
was curious as well. 



Alex managed to decapitate the Crow Cultivator so easily. On the other hand, 
no matter how hard she exerted her strength and gave her all to the point of 
paying a heavy price, the Crow Cultivator was unscathed. Even if the laws of 
Dairaionji Temple had restricted her, there shouldn’ tbe such a wide gap 
between them, right? 

‘Has… Has he been hiding his strength?’ 

She believed it had to be the only explanation. Furthermore, Empress Ghast 
had been awfully arrogant since the beginning. Nothing strange about that, 
though. She was the boss of the nether realm that held the greatest authority. 
Although Alex was the inheritor of Ksitigarbha, he was no match for Empress 
Ghast. Therefore, it turned out that she treated Alex as a junior. 

Subsequently, she managed to overcome all the obstacles along the way. 
She had played the role of a guardian. 

‘If I hadn’t protected you, you would’ve died a hundred times,’ she thought. 

Then… But… Now… 

Not only did she witness Alex decapitate the Crow Cultivator with a sword, but 
he also rushed into the crowd of demons and kept killing them with the scythe-
like Immortal Butcher. They were hardly a match for his invincible sword, and 
a great number of demons collapsed. The most outrageous thing was that 
some demons, facing Alex’s Immortal Butcher, were so terrified they stood 
there motionless like wooden mannequins, willing to be decapitated. 

A while later, each and every demon was slain. 

Empress Ghast was shocked as she looked at Alex. “Who… The hell are 
you?” 

Alex came back and said, “What’s the matter? Did you think the evil Buddha 
possessed me?” 

“No. How… How did you do that?” 

“Didn’t you see it? You don’t have to look at me with such adoring eyes… You 
are restricted by the laws of Dairaionji Temple, but not me. What’s more, I can 
take advantage of the laws here, and that’s the reason.” 



Alex looked at the ground. “The energy from these demons is quite pure after 
they die.” 

“Don’t waste it! Swallow it!” 

Without restraint, Alex cast the Great Swallowing Spell and swallowed all the 
energy wandering in this space. He discovered that the demons’ energy 
contained a great deal of witch power. 

It was an unabashed sensation of joy. 

After he had swallowed everything, he turned around and what he saw 
stunned him. Empress Ghast had fallen headfirst to the ground and was now 
motionless. 

“Holy crap! What is going on?” 

Alex hurriedly picked up the empress and checked her pulse. She was in a 
terrible condition. She had the purest Yin body without any impurities. It was 
probably the qualification for becoming Emperor Ghast. However, she had 
now entered a Buddhist sanctuary like Dairaionji Temple. More importantly, 
this sanctuary had been corrupted and become the lair of the evil Buddhas. 
Her body had been suppressed to an unimaginable extent, which meant she 
had actually been injured long ago during the battle with the stone statues and 
the Crow Cultivator. 

“This is also my first time encountering an oddball as powerful as you!” 

Having said that, he had to save her, by hook or crook! 

The top priority was to shield her body from the interference of the laws of 
Dairaionji Temple. However, he noticed a more severe problem as he 
checked her pulse and examined her body condition. A kind of evil Yang 
energy was continuously invading her body, destroying the function of her 
pure Yin body. 

“Darn it! She’s not going to die, is she?” 

Alex frowned. He was a miracle doctor, but in a case like Empress Ghast’s, it 
was no longer a situation where he could change by sticking a few silver 
needles and using the Zharvakko talismans. However, it was then another 



bestiary of demons rushed over. This time, their strength was even more 
powerful, as they were led by a black lion. 

Before they could head over, the lion attacked with a devastating roar, 
crushing Alex and Empress Ghast from all directions like cosmic rays. 

“D*mn you! Dairaionji Temple is my turf, yet you dare use sound waves 
against me? I will shock you to death!” 

Alex’s eyes were full of murderous intent, mainly thanks to his anxiety over 
Empress Ghast’s current state… ‘She is such a fine lady, with her ample 
breasts, long legs, and round booty. She even defends me all the time. I must 
never let her die!’ 
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“Scram!” 

Alex’s body leaped abruptly and he unleashed the ability of the Ancestor 
Witches. A deafening roar like thunder shook the skies, shaking the earth and 
mountains. He then used the laws of Dairaionji Temple as a supplement. 

Boom! 

The black lion and the bestiary of demons sensed the imminent danger at 
once. 

It turned out that the word “scram” carried thousands of thunderbolts that 
wrapped around it. The space shook, and the order of laws trembled as well. 
Just as they were about to borrow the laws of Dairaionji Temple, they 
suddenly discovered that the easily borrowed laws borrowed seemed to be 
gone forever, they were completely unable to sense it. 

“Ah! What is going on?!” 

“Why can this outsider search control the laws of Dairaionji Temple?!” 

“What’s with these thunderbolts? Black Lotus! This is the thunderous might 
from the Black Lotus of Nine Generations! Holy moly!” 
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Boom! Boom! 

This bestiary of demons was miserable. Surrounded by the thousands of 
thunderbolts, they were unable to escape even if they wanted to. Eventually, 
they turned into ashes amid miserable screams. 

Alex did not devour the energy this time. He picked up Empress Ghast and 
went deep into the ground with Earth Escape Technique. In that way, he could 
block some of the special energy in Dairaionji Temple. 

Whoosh! 

Alex opened up the mind palace and summoned Ancestor Bodhi from it. 

Ancestor Bodhi was probably still sleeping soundly just now. As soon as he 
came out, he looked sleepy and yawned. 

“Alex, what day is it now?” 

He had grown a bit since he devoured part of evil Bodhi’s origin last time, but 
he was always drowsy and looked sleepy. The next second, his nose 
twitched, as if he had sensed the special environment here. 

“Are we at Dairaionji Temple? We are back?!” 

Alex said, “That’s right.” 

After that, he asked hurriedly, “Sir, you are familiar with Dairaionji Temple. 
Empress Ghast is gravely injured right now. Her pure Yin body is being 
destroyed after it was invaded by the special energy in this place. What 
should I do?” 

“What?! She is Empress Ghast?!” Stunned, Ancestor Bodhi looked around. “I 
think she should change her title to Lunatic Empress. She is a ruler of the 
nether realm, yet she came to Dairaionji Temple. Is she digging her own 
grave? It is just like a piece of ice that wants to approach the sun. It will be a 
wonder if a problem doesn’t show up.” 

Alex said, “I want a solution.” 

Ancestor Bodhi shook his head. “There is no solution!” 



Alex sighed. “She was well-intentioned, but she didn’t expect that she would 
be swept into the path of sutra.” 

Ancestor Bodhi said, “If you really want to save her, there is a solution.” 

“What is the solution?” 

“Harmonization of Yin and Yang!” 

Dazed, Alex said, “You want me to… To have intercourse with her?” 

Ancestor Bodhi rolled his eyes as he replied, “Stop daydreaming! That degree 
of Harmonization of Yin and Yang is too weak to save her.” 

“Then, what do you mean by Harmonization of Yin and Yang?” 

“You will both swap bodies! Your Yang soul will enter her Yin body, whereas 
her Yin soul will enter your Yang body. Didn’t you just obtain recognition from 
Dairaionji Temple? You will both be immune to each other after swapping 
bodies.” 

Alex was instantly shocked. “Won’t I become a crossdresser then? No, no. 
Will I really turn into a woman?” 

“It is temporary!” 

“Will there be a case where I can’t change back?” 

“There won’t be one… Just forget it if you can’t accept it. Anyway, the next 
Emperor Ghast will ascend the throne after Empress Ghast dies.” 

Alex gritted his teeth. “I’ll swap! 
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He could not just watch helplessly as Empress Ghast met her demise like 
that, mainly because Empress Ghast was swept into Dairaionji Temple for his 
sake. If he watched her die slowly like that, it would weigh on his mind for the 
rest of his life. 



“Sir, how do you perform the Harmonization of Yin and Yang to swap physical 
bodies?” Alex asked Ancestor Bodhi. 

He had never tried such a method. It was not mentioned in the Ultimate Book 
of Medicine either. 

Ancestor Bodhi said, “It is simple. It can be done with the Ancestral Bodhi 
Tree.” 

He told Alex to summon a portion of the Ancestral Bodhi Tree. After that, he 
would cast a spell and use the Ancestral Bodhi Tree as a bridge to link both of 
them. Both their souls would be swapped through this bridge. 

“Are you ready? You can’t back out halfway through!” 

Alex said, “All right. Hurry up. She is dying.” 

Ancestor Bodhi nodded and mumbled. 

After an unknown period of time, Alex felt a force pulling his soul toward a 
certain place. The three thousand lotuses reacted automatically to resist this 
force. 

Alex knew that this should be the reason why Ancestor Bodhi was casting the 
spell. If he kept this state, this soul-swapping technique would be void. Hence, 
he put away his resistance quickly and let his soul thread along with the force. 

Whoosh! 

It felt very much like an out-of-body experience. Immediately, he felt his soul 
settling in the physical body again. Furthermore, the trinity of mind palace, 
cardiac acupoint, and sea of consciousness were also swapped along with 
Alex’s soul. The only difference was that his physical body was swapped… 

In an instant, he felt the difference in his body. His physical body was the 
fusion source of the nine Ancestor Witches that took a different path, but now 
he was in Empress Ghast’s body. 

It was a pure Yin body. His soul instantly sensed the frosty aura. He shivered 
right away. It took him a while to get used to it. 

He opened his eyes and sat up. 



“Alex Rockeller! Alex Rockefeller… Can you hear me?” Ancestor Bodhi looked 
at Alex, who was in Empress Ghast’s physical form and called out to him from 
the side. 

He was worried that the spell failed. After all… It was his first time using it. 

“Yeah! I can hear you! Keep your voice down! I am going to turn deaf!” Alex 
said. 

After that, he noticed that his voice did not sound right. It had become 
Empress Ghast’s voice. 

He was startled slightly. He then accepted this change. 

“Are you Alex Rockefeller?” The ancestor asked again. 

“Yes!” 

“Bwahaha! It really worked!” Ancestor Bodhi burst into laughter. 

Alex froze for a moment. “What do you mean? You didn’t even know if it 
would work?” 

Ancestor Bodhi said, “I saw someone use it once, so I wrote it down 
secretly…” 

“D*mn you! How do I swap back then?” 

“Since you managed to swap over, you can swap back of course! Don’t 
worry!” Ancestor Bodhi patted his chest as he said, “However, you really 
sound like a pervert when I heard your feminine voice.” 

Alex went to take a look at Empress Ghast’s condition right away. He stepped 
on the dress as soon as he walked. 

How did she walk and fight while wearing such a thing? 

Women really are such amazing creatures! 

Alex tore off the dress, revealing two straight and slender legs… Squatting 
down, he looked at his physical body with a strange expression. 

“Cough! Cough!” 



At that moment, he heard a coughing sound coming from his body. Empress 
Ghast had also woken up. She patted her chest desperately and kept 
shouting, “It’s so hot! It’s so hot…” 

Alex’s physical body was undoubtedly powerful. Although it was not a pure 
Yang body, he had divine power and witch power. It was definitely a Yang 
body to Empress Ghast’s soul. 
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That was why she felt very hot. The same principle applied to Alex when he 
felt cold at first. 

“How are you feeling?” Alex asked. 

“I… Ah! W-who… are you? Why do you look exactly like me?!” Empress 
Ghast was instantly dumbfounded. 

When she looked at herself again, she shouted, “Who am I?” 

As soon as she touched her chest, she found that the fat that blocked her 
vision every day was gone. There seemed to be an unspeakable discomfort 
down there. Upon touching it, she became flabbergasted! 

“I have become a man?!” 

Alex quickly pulled her hand away. “Don’t simply touch it. That’s mine.” 

“What about mine?” 

After a detailed explanation for a while, Empress Ghast understood what had 
happened. She and Alex had swapped their physical bodies. The operation 
was so absurd that she couldn’t believe it for a while. However, she also knew 
that this was the only way to keep herself alive for the time being. 

“We can swap back, right?” she asked worriedly. 

“Don’t worry. It is temporary. The swapping will be dispelled right after we 
leave Dairaionji Temple.” 



Empress Ghast was relieved, but she wouldn’t accept seeing Alex tearing off 
her dress and exposing both her legs. He stood in an extremely inelegant 
posture with both legs spread widely. 

“Can you conceal your legs? You’re really tarnishing my image.” 

“It’ s cooler like this. Your dress was too long. I couldn’t even walk while 
wearing it!” As he spoke, he sat on his butt and spread his legs, just like a 
man. 

“Oh my!” 

At that moment, Alex suddenly jumped up. Puzzled, he asked, “What is going 
on? Something is flowing out. Sis Empress, you aren’t suffering from urinary 
incontinence, are you?” 

Empress Ghast rolled her eyes. “You are the one suffering from incontinence!” 

If it were a woman, this expression would have seemed flirtatious. However, 
when Alex looked at himself making such a move, he just wanted to vomit! 

He jerked up the hem of the dress. 

“Hey! That’s my body!” Empress Ghast went forward to stop him right away. 

Seeing that Ancestor Bodhi could not take his eyes off, she immediately 
kicked him away. “Wimpy brat, what were you looking at?” 

She then asked Alex, “What are you trying to do?” 

Alex looked bitter. “I peed my pants.” 

“Huh?” 

Empress Ghast hurriedly lifted the dress and checked her physical body. After 
that, she said, “You didn’t pee your pants, but you are having your period.” 

“Huh? Period?” Alex looked extremely embarrassed! 

“No way. You are already so old, yet you are still having your menses?” 



Empress Ghast said, “It has nothing to do with my age, but my physical 
fitness. Based on my body, I should have menstrual periods for another few 
million years at least.” 

“Oh gosh! What should I do now?” 

Empress Ghast said, “There is a tattoo on your ankle, but it is not really a 
tattoo. Instead, it is a spatial divine artifact containing sanitary pads. Get it out 
for me, and I will put it on you.” 

“You are going to put it on me?” 

“It is my physical body. How can I let you put it on? Pervert?!” Empress Ghast 
said rightfully. 

Alex nodded in the end. 

After putting on this thing, Alex wanted to cry… It was just the first day, and he 
had suffered such misery. There was a slight discomfort and pain in his lower 
abdomen, but he could not figure it out. 

“Empress Ghast, your cultivation level is so high, but why do you still have the 
problem of menstrual cramps?” 

Alex was miserable. It was now his turn to have menstrual cramps. 

Empress Ghast said, “What’s the big deal? Isn’t this very normal for a pure 
Yin body? Just endure it, and it will be over!” 
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At that moment, Alex touched the two masses in front of his chest once again. 
They were absolutely comparable to Michelle’s. In fact, they were even more 
ample. However, Michelle was not tall enough. She only stood about 1.6 
meters, but had two super huge breasts, not unlike installing a Lamborghini 
engine on a pickup truck. On the other hand, it was a golden ratio for the 1.8 
meter-tall Empress Ghast to have those breasts. 



Alex did not intend to take advantage of her of course, but that area was also 
a little painful. It was common for chest pain to come along with menstrual 
pain. 

“Hey, hey, hey! Stop touching yourself, okay?” Empress Ghast protested 
loudly after looking at him. 

“I’m not touching myself, but… It hurts!” 

“Oh! This is also temporary! I’ll rub them for you! It is my own body, so I am 
experienced!” 

Immediately afterward, Empress Ghast really rubbed Alex’s chest. It was a 
strange sensation! 

Alex felt his heartbeat accelerating and he could not help but clench his legs 
as a chill ran up his spine. 

“Jeez! Stop rubbing!” A delicate voice was heard as Alex pushed Empress 
Ghast away brutely. He felt that if site kept rubbing, his body would be ruined 
and something would come out of his body. 

It was too terrifying. 

Looking at her physique, Alex said, “I will rub them myself. At least it’s done 
by your physical body. You were rubbing them for me, but in fact, my physical 
body was doing the job. Wouldn’t you lose even more?” 

Empress Ghast thought about it for a while. She felt the statement was 
reasonable, yet something was wrong. 

At that moment, Ancestor Bodhi came back. “Are you guys used to it already? 
We can’t keep staying in this place for long. The evil Buddhas should have 
sensed my arrival. What we have to do right now is to rush toward the most 
central part of Dairaionji Temple, the Thousand Pagoda. Alex, you 
can search control Dairaionji Temple completely. No matter how powerful the 
demons and evil Buddhas are, they can do nothing about you.” 

Alex immediately said, “You should lead the way.” 

Whoosh! 

They followed Ancestor Bodhi and cast Earth Escape Technique. 
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Fortunately, his mind palace was swapped along with his soul. Otherwise, he, 
who had turned into a female, would not be able to cast Earth Escape 
Technique. Even so, the witch power and the three thousand lotuses were not 
swapped and remained in his physical body. 

Boom! 

After rushing out of the ground, they inhaled some fresh air. They barely 
stopped for a few minutes, but a huge bestiary of demons rushed over. 

Alex immediately asked Empress Gh ast, “How are you feeling now? Do the 
laws of the Dairaionji Temple still hurt you?” 

Empress Ghast felt for a moment before she said, “Not at all! This physical 
body of yours is many times stronger than I imagined. I am filled with power 
now. How can these trashy demons be worthy of becoming my opponents? 
Kill them!” 

She took out a long sword and tried to charge energy at once. However, 
Empress Ghast came to her senses quickly, it was not her body. She was 
unable to charge energy, but it did not matter. She felt the overwhelming 
energy all over her body and the long sword in her hand felt light. 

“Use this!” 

The Immortal Butcher was still in Alex’s hand. It was an object bound to his 
soul. Now that he was holding the Immortal Butcher, he felt it was heavy. He 
only managed to throw it over a distance of several meters. 

Empress Ghast grabbed the sword. “Good sword!” 

“Kill them!” 

Alex had completely become a target of protection after turning into a female 
coupled with menstrual period and menstrual cramps… He did not know if he 
was not acclimatized because of his foreign soul. He always felt that the side 
effects of the menstrual period were especially great and he even had a back 
pain. 

He and Ancestor Bodhi sat down a stone next to him while watching Empress 
Ghast going on a killing spree. 



“Ah! I remembered it suddenly! There is a method to cure menstrual cramps!” 

Ancestor Bodhi looked at him with a puzzled expression. “What is the 
method?” 

“Foot massage!” 
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Alex did what crossed his mind. He immediately took off his shoes and 
crossed his legs inelegantly. He looked at his fair, smooth, and dainty feet that 
were several sizes smaller and painted with awfully nice toenail polish. 

Alex was slightly absent-minded. Even if he had become a woman, he was, in 
essence, a nasty uncle. 

‘I can play with these feet for years!’ 

First, he felt them with his hand. Only then did he massage vigorously the 
acupoints on the soles of his feet, especially those related to menstrual 
cramps. 

On the other hand, Empress Ghast was on a killing spree. Finally, the demon 
army was wiped out. After that, she ran back excitedly. When she saw Alex’s 
current look, a bolt from the blue seemed to strike her and she could not 
believe her eyes. 

Alex, who was in her physical body, was sitting cross-legged on the stone and 
scratching his foot! 

Goosebumps sprouted all over as she shuddered. He had severely ruined her 
image. 

“What are you doing? How am I supposed to go out and meet people after 
this? Stop it! What are you doing?! What are you doing?!” 

On the verge of collapse, she rushed up to him. 

Alex, however, continued massaging his toes. “What did I do? I didn’t do 
anything, did I?” 



After saying that, he even placed his finger under his nose and sniffed it. 

Empress Ghast was inconsolably embarrassed! He was too perverted! 

“You! I’ll have to establish some ground rules with you!” Empress Ghast said 
loudly. 

“What?” 

“You are not allowed to scratch your feet when you are in my body!” 

“I didn’t scratch it. I was just massaging the acupoints. What should I do then, 
if I have menstrual cramps? It is all your fault. You still haven’t reached 
menopause at such a great age!” 

As soon as Alex said that, Empress Ghast became furious. 

“What do you mean? Are you scolding me for having premature menopause?” 

“No, no! You’ve misunderstood! Alright, let’s go!” 

After that, the three people identified the direction and headed to the 
Thousand Pagoda. 

Demons kept appearing and blocking them during the process. They really 
had to jump through hoops to get there. Fortunately, Empress Ghast seemed 
to be full of beans. She did not reuse any incoming demons and killed as 
many as she could. 

“The Thousand Pagoda lies ahead!” Ancestor Bodhi clamored. 

Right ahead, a white tower came into sight. Alex immediately sensed that the 
boss was here. The link between his soul and Dairaionji Temple became 
increasingly vivid in his mind. 

They sped up. They were about to rush in. Unexpectedly, the Thousand 
Pagoda’s door was conveniently opened and a Buddha riding on a white 
elephant appeared before them. 

Sure enough, Alex could tell that he was a fake. 

“Ancestor Bodhi, I have been waiting for you for a long time!” The fake 
Buddha smiled and looked at the three people. 



Then, he looked at Alex whose body had become Empress Ghast’s. 

He then showed an even more radiant and satisfied smile. “Bodhi, you are 
really good. I knew you wouldn’t let me down and would bring me the real 
Buddha’s Life Wheel. In this way, I can finally attain completion.” 

After the fake Buddha finished talking, he reached out and waved his hand. A 
lamp appeared in his hand. 

The lamp contained two lampstands and two wicks. With a light shake, light 
fluctuated on one of the wicks and enveloped Empress Ghast at once. 

The fake Buddha sensed the Buddha’s Life Wheel in Empress Ghast’s body, 
making him take action the moment they met. 

“You have a death wish!” 

The Immortal Butcher in Empress Ghast’s hand shone brightly, and she 
slashed at him viciously, severing the lamp’s light. Then, she landed a kick on 
Alex, sending him into the Thousand Pagoda. 
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Empress Ghast was now using Alex’s body. 

The laws and aura of Buddha’s Life Wheel lingered on this physical body. As 
a result, the fake Buddha identified the current Empress Ghast at first glance. 
After all, the Buddha couldn’t possibly be a woman. Thus, he did not stop Alex 
when Empress Ghast kicked him into the Thousand Pagoda. 

He believed that that Empress Ghast must have had compassion for 
womanhood, and kicked his woman away to prevent her from getting caught 
in the crossfire. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Wielding the Immortal Butcher, Empress Ghast broke into a frenzied battle 
with the fake Buddha. 



From the entrance of the Thousand Pagoda, they continued fighting for a 
good one hundred kilometers. The power of the two moved heaven and earth. 
On the other hand, Alex had long since taken the opportunity to enter the 
depths of the Thousand Pagoda. Under Ancestor Bodhi’s lead, he found the 
core area and then began to take over it. 

“Hurry up!” 

Countless demons are coming from outside. The empress can’t last long on 
her own. 

“If your physical body dies, you can no longer become a man.” 

Alex certainly knew that the ancestor wasn’t joking. The earth-shattering 
sounds and countless energy explosions of laws outside indicated that the 
intensity of this battle had reached the point of no return. 

“Can’t you go and help her?” Alex asked Ancestor Bodhi 

The ancestor said, “I’ll be courting death if I go out with this little cultivation.” 

Alex stopped wasting time. Having already acquired the mastership of 
Dairaionji Temple from the evil Bodhi beneath Sinless City, he was now 
equivalent to a key to a locked door. It wasn’t all too difficult. 

Ten seconds later, he obtained the recognition of the Thousand Pagoda. 

Boom! 

The tall white tower emitted a huge pillar of light and boundless Buddhist 
songs. Golden Buddhist texts soared and filled the sky. 

“What? The Thousand Pagoda is being refined? That’s impossible!” 

“You are clearly the one who possesses the Buddha’s Life Wheel. It is 
impossible to obtain the recognition from the Thousand Pagoda without it…” 

The fake Buddha was astonished. The next second, he finally realized that 
something was wrong. Although Empress Ghast had some of the Buddha’s 
Life Wheel’s aura on her body, she did not use any Buddhist techniques in her 
moves. 

It was absolutely abnormal. 



“A fake! You are a fake too!” 

He came to his senses. Then, he abandoned Empress Ghast and rushed 
toward the Thousand Pagoda. 

Empress Ghast certainly would not allow his wish to be granted, so she 
pestered him desperately. 

“Get lost!” The fake Buddha was furious, he roared and lashed out a blaze of 
light. 

The densely packed demons behind them rushed forward and surrounded 
Empress Ghast. There were too many of them. Even Alex’s overpowering 
physical body could not withstand them. 

She began to get injured and bleed. 

However, it was then that the Thousand Pagoda’s door was opened with 
dazzling golden light. 

Alex walked out of it. 

He was clearly a woman, but he was wearing the huge Buddha’s Life Wheel, 
as if there was a sun behind his head. He was shining with golden light and 
surrounded by Buddhist texts. Golden-bodied phantoms appeared behind him 
and then merged into one. 

The atmosphere of Dairaionji Temple began to change. 

“Rawr! How dare you take control of Dairaionji Temple?! D*mn it! D*mn it! I 
disagree! Dairaionji Temple is mine! It is mine! How could you manage to 
control it?!” 

The evil Buddha, in complete disbelief, launched an attack on the gifted and 
stunningly beautiful woman. 

“Die!” 

Walking on smooth-skinned legs, Alex stepped on the ground with his small 
bare feet. However, he spread his legs widely like a rude young woman, 
completely ruining the goddess’s image… 

Whoosh! 



 


